
  

     The phases of the samples were identified by X-ray 
powder diffraction (XRPD) on a SiemensD500 
diffractometer. Structural analysis was carried out using 
Rietveld refinement. The best fits between calculated and 
observed X–ray diffraction patterns for investigated 
samples are given in Fig. 1.
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    The results of Rietveld analysis including the values of unit cell 
parameters, unit cell volume, atomic distances and angles are 
summarized in table 1. 
The differences in unit cell parameters and consequently in unit 
cell volume are the result of the different amount of Y in each of 
these phases. Ionic radius of Y3+ (1.19 Å) is smaller than Ca2+ 
(1.34 Å) and as result of doping decrease of unit cell volume may 
be expected. This is not the case, since doping with Y3+ provokes 
reduction of Mn4+ (0.53 Å) to Mn3+ (0.645 Å) with larger ionic 
radius.
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- modified glycine nitrate procedure (MGNP): → powders 
with nominal compositions Ca1-xYxMnO3, x = 0 (Ca100); 

0.05 (Ca95); 0.15 (C85); 0.25 (Ca75); 0.5 (Ca50); 0.75 

(Ca25) and 1 (Y100).      
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Although the ideal perovskite structure is cubic, the small 
ionic radii of Y compared with the voids between the octahedra 
results in a cooperative tilting of the corner shared octahedra 
such that structure distorts to orthrombic Pnma symetry. 
According to Glazer's notation of octahedral tilting S.G: Pnma 
belongs to a-b+a- octahedra tilt system. 
At atmospheric pressure YMnO3 crystallizes in hexagonal 
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     Line-broadening analysis was performed and obtained 
crystallite sizes are in nanometric range with crystallites between 
400 and 1050 Å (Table 3). 
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     XRPD analysis of the calcined powders revealed two 
phases composition for the samples: Ca100 
(Perovskite(P) + CaMn2O4; Ca95 (P + CaMn3O6); Ca85 (P 

+ CaMn3O6); Ca50 (P + YMn2O5) and Ca25 (P + YMn2O5). 

All perovskite phases are dominant (>99 mass. %),  
orthorombic with space group Pnma. 

The structure can tolerate Y in CaMnO3 until 75 mass. 

% in the position A and higher concentrations of Y 
provoke segregation of YMnO3.
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Ca100 Ca95 Ca85 Ca75 Ca50 Ca25

a
b
c
V

5.2816(5)
7.459(1)
5.2734(7)
207.76(4)

5.3057(2)
7.4701(4)
5.2805(3)
209.29(2)

5.3320(2)
7.4788(3)
5.2882(2)
210.88(2)

5.3598(2)
7.4812(3)
5.3003(2)
212.53(2)

5.4745(2)
7.4496(3)
5.3093(3)
216.53(2)

5.6088(3)
7.4437(4)
5.2832(3)
220.57(2)

<Ca–O> 2.46 2.48 2.47 2.47 2.44 2.44

<Mn–O> 1.908 1.905 1.916 1.924 1.957 1.973

Mn–O 2×
            2×
            2×

1.924(1)
1.904(1)
1.896(2)

1.909(1)
1.899(1)
1.905(2)

1.935(2)
1.906(2)
1.906(1)

1.962(1)
1.898(1)
1.912(1)

1.963(1)
1.962(1)
1.946(1)

1.995(1)
1.982(1)
1.943(1)

O2–Mn–O2 91.480 90.526 90.815 90.704 90.021 88.822

Mn–O1–Mn
Mn–O2–Mn

159.222
154.258

157.130
158.719

157.551
155.598

156.048
154.949

146.342
152.471

146.527
151.309

Mn (BVC) 3.944 3.984 3.866 3.787 3.456 3.313

Nominal 
composition Occ %

Ca0.95Y0.05MnO3
   Ca     0.471(3)
    Y      0.029(3)

94.1
5.9

Ca0.85Y0.15MnO3
  Ca    0.428(3)
    Y    0.072(3)

85.5
14.5

Ca0.75Y0.25MnO3
  Ca    0.385(3)
     Y    0.115(3)

77
23

Ca0.5Y0.5MnO3
  Ca    0.271(6)
    Y    0.229(6)

54.2
45.8

Ca0.25Y0.75MnO3
 Ca    0.15(1)
   Y    0.35(1)

29
71

1.86

1.88

1.90

1.92

1.94

1.96

1.98

2.00 0.0052

0.00190.0068

0.0035

0.0014

0.0029

b

ac

Ca25Ca50Ca75Ca85Ca95Ca100

M
n

-O

Perovskite Ca100 Ca95 Ca85 Ca75 Ca50 Ca25

Microcrystalline
size [Å] 527.9(9) 677(1) 1046(2) 509.8(2) 470.0(6) 471.9(4)

Microstrain
(×10-3) 6.311(7) 18.30(3) 27.06(3) 27.24(4) 33.23(8) 37.90(5)

     


6,1

26/1
n n

ddd

The influence of Y on octahedra deformation is shown in 
Fig. 4. First two bars are for interatomic Mn-O2 distance in 
the ac plane and third bar represents Mn-O1 bond distance, 
in b axis direction.
The distortion of the octahedra is defined in the way that the 
deviation of the Mn-O (dn) distances with respect to average 

<Mn-O> (<dn>) value is quantified:
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Interatomic distances and angles are given in table 1. 
Changes in angle values represent structural changes as a 
result of octahedral  tilting. Angle Mn-O1-Mn represents tilting 
around axis b, Mn-O2-Mn angle represents octahedra tilting 
around axes a and c (Fig. 3).
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The values of Δ are given  in Fig. 4. above each bar.
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